With high anthropogenic pressure and the effects of climate change (e.g., sea level rise) on coastal regions, there is a greater need for accurate and up-to-date information about the topography of these systems. Reliable topography and bathymetry information are fundamental parameters for modelling the morpho-hydrodynamics of coastal areas, for flood forecasting, and for coastal management. Traditional methods such as ground, ship-borne, and airborne surveys suffer from limited spatial coverage and temporal sampling due to logistical constraints and high costs which limit their ability to provide the needed information. The recent advancements of spaceborne remote sensing techniques, along with their ability to acquire data over large spatial areas and to provide high frequency temporal monitoring, has made them very attractive for topography and bathymetry mapping. In this review, we present an overview of the current state of spaceborne-based remote sensing techniques used to estimate the topography and bathymetry of beaches, intertidal, and nearshore areas. We also provide some insights about the potential of these techniques when using data provided by new and future satellite missions. 4 of 32 2 m Pleiades DEM showed good overall agreement with competing methods (Figure 2 ) (RTK-GPS and LiDAR; correlation coefficient of 0.9), with a vertical root mean square error (RMSE; used to characterize the effective error) ranging from 0.35 m to 0.48 m, after absolute co-registration in the LiDAR dataset. The most significant errors (mean square error >0.5 m) occurred in the steep walls of the dunes, particularly in shaded areas. This work shows that DEMs derived from sub-meter satellite images capture local morphological features (e.g., berm or dune shaped) on a sandy beach over a wide spatial area.
Introduction
Coastal zones have always been attractive regions for human settlement because of their rich resources and localization at the interface between land and sea [1] . These zones are densely populated, accounting for about 39% of the global population residing within 100 km from the coast [2] . They provide important economical and societal services, including commerce, transportation, fisheries, and tourism [3] . Coastal zones are very dynamic natural systems that experience short-term (extreme meteo-oceanographic events) and long-term (seasonal changes in the wave climate, currents and erosion) morphological changes [4] . Due to sea level rise and its related effects, coastal systems are considered amongst the most threatened environments [5] . A continuous monitoring of these systems is thus of great importance in order to plan sustainable coastal development and to implement ecosystem protection strategies [6, 7] . A great demand exists nowadays for up-to-date bathymetric and topographic maps of shallow water areas and adjacent beaches. Marine-land topography and bathymetry with high spatiotemporal resolution and a reasonable vertical accuracy are essential for a better understanding of the evolution of coastal systems [7] . They are, as well, essential for various types of applications and studies, including: Coastal flood forecasting, erosion forecasting, coastal defense, the monitoring of morphological changes, the identification of shoreline erosion or accretion, navigation, and fishing [8] . Coastal digital elevation models (DEMs) (including topography and bathymetry) are also critical datasets for numerical hydrodynamic models. Inaccurate DEMs limit the performance of such models and may lead to inappropriate results [9, 10] .
Conventional techniques, such as ground, ship-borne, and airborne-based surveying provide very accurate measurements (i.e., within a few centimeters) [8] . Currently, multibeam echosounders (MBES), which were originally designed for deep water measurements, are commonly used for high resolution bathymetry retrieval in nearshore areas [11, 12] , including surveys in challenging tidal environments (e.g., the German Wadden Sea [13] and Venetian Lagoon [14] ). Recent developments have enabled their use in up to 1 m depths with resolutions reaching 0.05 m, which can be compared to high resolution light detection and ranging (LiDAR) data [14] . However, these techniques are better suited for relatively small areas and are constrained by logistical difficulties and high costs [8, 15] . Spaceborne remote sensing techniques provide a viable cost-effective complementary, and sometimes, alternative tool for topography and bathymetry mapping of coastal areas, especially in remote and hazardous regions. Their synoptic nature and continuous monitoring enable regular and frequent updating of the topographic maps. Several satellite methods exist for mapping the topography and bathymetry of beaches, intertidal, and nearshore areas. These methods make use of various passive (Satellite Pour l'Observation de la Terre-SPOT, LandSat-8/OLI (Operational Land Imager), Sentinel-2/MSI (MultiSpectral Instrument), WorldView, Quickbird, IKONOS, Pleiades, etc.) and active (ERS-1 and 2, TerraSAR-X, Sentinel-1, etc.) sensors. By analyzing satellite stereo-pairs [16] , beach topography can be produced and large coastal stretches can be surveyed using satellite acquired stereo images [17] . Intertidal areas situated between the upper and lower limits of spring tides also benefit from the wide range of available satellite data. The waterline method for intertidal topography mapping introduced by [18] is presently the most adopted technique. In the last decade other methods have also been proven to be reliable for monitoring the topography of these areas, such as the interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) [15, 19] and satellite radar altimetry [20] . For shallow water bathymetry retrieval, the current methods are traditionally separated between two groups [21] : (i) Methods based on the modeling of radiative transfer in water for the processing of optical images and (ii) methods based on the influence of topography on hydrodynamic processes (e.g., current variations and wave characteristics). The latter methods can use optical and synthetic Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2212 3 of 32 aperture radar (SAR) images. Initial attempts to estimate shallow water bathymetry from remote sensing data started with Lyzenga in 1978 [22] , using aerial multispectral photographs. Lyzenga's technique was expanded to multi-spectral optical satellite images, with first attempts made using Landsat data [23] [24] [25] [26] . Regarding SAR data, Alpers and Hennings [27] proposed the first theoretical model to map underwater topography based on sea surface features induced by current variations over the bottom topography.
Here, a review of recent spaceborne techniques (derived from historical methods or those that are newly emerging) for topography and bathymetry mapping of coastal zones is provided. An overview about beach-, intertidal-, and nearshore-dedicated methods will be given in Sections 2-4 respectively. For each reviewed method, a description of the methodology will be presented and illustrated with examples, followed in Section 5 by a table summarizing the methods described earlier. Finally, in Section 6, we will discuss the potential of the new and future satellite missions regarding the performance of the mentioned techniques. It should be noted that in the following sections, we will adopt for depth the usage conventions defined in the scientific literature with negative values (relative to the vertical datum) for intertidal areas and positive values (relative to the datum) for nearshore shallow waters.
Beach and Dune Topography from Stereoscopic Satellite Optical Imagery
Airborne optical remote sensing and 3D mapping meet the need for low-level imaging and geospatial information gathering on a regional scale [28] . The increased ease of use of recent unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) equipment with precise on-board positioning, such as ready-to-use UAVs, has led to a significant change in their practical application. The real-time kinematic global positioning system (RTK-GPS) positioning of the camera, combined with the large number of overlapping images, makes any additional ground survey insignificant. In addition, the high degree of automation of UAVs and the absolute vertical accuracy, which is in the order of 0.2 m, suggests possible use in the field for natural hazards, disaster response, and high-resolution field analysis [29] . Despite these advantages, some disadvantages remain, such as the cost of photogrammetric software and computer power, which can be relatively high [30] , the difficulty of removing dense vegetation to obtain estimates of bare earth elevation [31] , the need for electric batteries for longer flights and larger spatial coverage, limitations in use due to weather conditions [32] , locations for take-off and landing, maintaining line-of-sight, and other flying constraints.
Sub-meter stereoscopic satellite imagery has the potential to provide an alternative to these techniques in the field to collect high spatial resolution topographic data over large areas. The first constellation of civilian satellites that acquired stereoscopic images and applied digital terrain model (DTM) reconstruction to large areas was the French mission SPOT (Satellite Pour l'Observation de la Terre) in 1986 [32] . Since then, several satellites with sensors capable of collecting imagery with a very high spatial resolution and stereo capabilities have been launched to meet the increased demand [33] . Among them, the Pleiades constellation (built by the Centre national d'études spatiales (CNES) and marketed by AIRBUS Defence and Space), consists of two high spatial resolution optical satellites: Pleiades-1A and -1B. The two satellites fly over the same quasi-polar heliosynchronous orbits at an altitude of 694 km, with a phase of 180 • and a descending node. The optical sensors of these satellites have the ability to obtain images with a resolution of less than one meter (0.7 m pixels, resampled at 0.5 m) over a maximum area of 350 km × 20 km (swath width of 20 km at nadir). An important aspect of Pleiades is the ability to revisit any place in the world in one day, which is of great interest for monitoring rapidly changing processes (e.g., coastal erosion due to storms).
In [17] , beach and dune topography was retrieved using Pleiades-1A stereoscopic imagery. An evaluation of the precision and accuracy of the derived 2-meter Pleiades DEM was performed by [17] through comparison between the satellite derived topography and traditional survey methods, such as airborne light detection and ranging (LiDAR) and RTK-GPS surveys. The pilot site selected for this comparison was a 40 km stretch of coastline in southwest France (Figure 1 ). The derived 
Intertidal Topography
Monitoring the topography of intertidal flats presents considerable logistical difficulties when compared to other coastal features. Sometimes spaceborne-based techniques are the only techniques available for measuring the intertidal topography. This section will present the spaceborne-based methods for retrieving intertidal topography, including the waterline (well-established) method, the InSAR method (high potential), and the satellite radar altimetry method (which has recently been 
Monitoring the topography of intertidal flats presents considerable logistical difficulties when compared to other coastal features. Sometimes spaceborne-based techniques are the only techniques available for measuring the intertidal topography. This section will present the spaceborne-based methods for retrieving intertidal topography, including the waterline (well-established) method, the InSAR method (high potential), and the satellite radar altimetry method (which has recently been proven to be valuable for intertidal topography mapping).
Waterline Method
The waterline method is the most widely used technique for constructing intertidal DEMs. It involves combining remote sensing imagery with hydrodynamic modelling. The waterline refers to the land-sea boundary or the shoreline in the intertidal area. The generation of intertidal DEMs using the waterline method was first introduced in [18] . More details about the different steps of the method can be found in [18, [34] [35] [36] . The method consists of detecting the waterline (shoreline) edge of remotely sensed images using image processing techniques. Then, the waterline pixels are geocoded and heights are assigned to them using water level information given by running an hydrodynamic tide/surge model for the observed area at the time of acquisition of the image [18] . From a series of images covering the whole tidal range, a set of waterlines is assembled and interpolated to form a gridded DEM (e.g., by Delaunay triangulation [36] ). This technique assumes that there are no major changes occurring in the topography of the intertidal area during the acquisition period [18] . It also assumes that wave runup influences on the shoreline elevation are minimal. SAR images are mostly used due to their all-weather imaging capabilities. Optical images can also be used if there is no cloud cover. Usually optical images are used together with SAR images to improve the coverage of the tidal range. It is recommended that the images used are acquired during extended calm periods where no major changes in topography are expected. However, images from other seasons can be added if the coverage of the tidal range is not complete [37] .
The first step of the waterline method is detecting the waterline from the images using edge detection techniques. Several different approaches have been implemented. In [34] , a multi-scale edge detection algorithm based on the Touzi algorithm [38] , together with an active contouring model, was used. Niedermeier et al. [39] proposed an edge detection technique for intertidal areas based on Mallat's wavelet-based edge detection method [40] , adapted to SAR images combined with a block tracing algorithm and active contouring. Heygster et al. [36] and Li et al. [37] adopted a wavelet-based approach as well, in combination with a segmentation procedure. However, they abandoned the idea of accurate tracking over the scales carried out in [39] because the gain in quality was low versus the high computational effort [39] . In some studies, the edge was manually digitized through visual investigation, like in [41] . The latter study used imagery data (18 Landsat TM (Thematic Mapper) and ETM+ (Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus)) for which the manual digitizing is relatively straightforward and not too time-consuming. However, in the case of a greater number of images and SAR data, the manual approach becomes overwhelming.
After detecting the waterlines in the images time series, topography heights are assigned to them using the hydrodynamic models output made for the period of acquisition of each image or by using sea level data records from nearby tide gauges. A single waterline has a range of heights, and the use of tide gauge records must be performed with care and in study sites where the surface water slope is negligible.
After assembling the waterlines in one map, the points between them are interpolated to form a gridded geo-referenced DEM. Several interpolation methods were also used in different studies, for instance, [18, 34] used triangulation, [41] used the natural neighbor interpolation (NNI) algorithm [42] , while universal block kriging was used in [35] , in a paper dedicated to the interpolation part of the method. The advantage of the latter method is that it provides a variance suitable to estimate the error of each interpolated point. Kriging was also used in [43] and was compared to triangulated irregular Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 2212 6 of 32 networks (TINs) in [44] , where both interpolation methods showed reasonable results, with better details obtained by kriging, however. Heygster et al. [36] used Delaunay triangulation to interpolate the waterlines on a gridded DEM. Figure 3a shows the waterlines extracted by [36] over the German part of the Wadden flats (for 1998) and Figure 3b shows the DEM generated after the interpolation.
The DEM accuracy obtained by the waterline method depends on the hydrodynamic model accuracy, the number and spatial distribution of tide gauges if no hydrodynamic model was used, the slope of the intertidal zone, the type of the sensor and its horizontal resolution [18] , and the degree of swash excursions at the site. Height accuracies of about 20 cm were attained in the Wash of Eastern England [35] . Mason et al. [45] investigated the variation of vertical accuracy in function of beach slopes. The study showed that a standard deviation of 18-22 cm is achieved for a 1:500 slope. Inaccuracy rises to 27 cm on a 1:100 slope and to 32 cm on 1:30 slope beaches. After comparison with in situ measurements, Heygster et al. [36] obtained a standard deviation of 37 cm over the German part of the Wadden flats, while Li et al. [37] obtained a standard deviation of 27 cm over the same region due to finer sampling of the tidal range by also including optical Landsat images in the analysis. It should be noted that the edge detection error affects the vertical precision depending on the topography slope. A horizontal uncertainty of 50 m can only cause less than 10 cm vertical error for regular slopes of 1:500 [37] .
Using the waterline method, Xu et al. [41] studied the seasonal variation of topography in two major South Korean bays, the Gomso Bay and the Hampyeong Bay, by generating winter (December to February) and summer (June to September) DEMs. By differentiating the two DEMS, Xu et al. [41] were able to find regions of erosion and deposition between the winter and summer seasons of 2004 of the Gomso and Hampyeong Bays, which are situated in the southeastern coast of the Korean Peninsula. Mason et al. [43] used the waterline method to measure the sediment transport and sediment volume changes of the intertidal area of the Morecambe Bay in England between 1991 and 1997. Thirty images acquired between late 1991 and mid 1998 by ERS-1 and ERS-2 SAR sensors (C-band) were divided between two subsets of images spanning the 1991-1994 and 1995-1998 periods, in order to detect changes in the intertidal area (in [46] the period was extended to 1991-2007). Li et al. [37] applied the waterline method to measure the topographic changes over 1996-2009 period over the Wadden flats ( Figure 3 ). By including optical Landsat images into the dataset, where in the previous work [36] only comprised SAR data, the tidal range can be sampled much finer, improving the vertical accuracy of the resulting DEMs [37] . Analyzing a sequence of generated DEMs, the study [47] calculated the sediment volume changes and the development of tidal flats after erosion and accretion. Figure 3c -e show the location of the areas where the most topographic changes occurred after being calculated by the standard deviation of each point of the DEMs created between 1996 and 2009 [37] .
However, large-scale and long-term application of the waterline method even allow the analysis of changes at much larger scales in space and time. The long-term changes of the complete Schleswig-Holstein Wadden Sea intertidal flat area of 90 × 40 km 2 total extent were characterized in maps of various statistical parameters. As an example, Figure 4a gives an overview of the vertical nodal linear regression. The map allows for a synoptic view of the development of the region as a whole, as well as of various sandbars of the region. The dynamic sandbars Tertiussand, D-Steert, and Gelbsand are located in the front region to meet the waves and tides coming in from the open sea, while the sands Trischen, Eider, and Süderoogsand, which are not standing alone, erode eastwards [47] . Figure 4b condenses the development of the parameters mean turnover height and net balance height for the North Frisian Wadden Sea, together with their regression lines. The turnover height from 1996 to 2009 shows an overall increasing trend, with a slope of 8.2 ± 0.7 mm/yr. The main contribution is accretion (62%), as can be seen from the net balance height, which is 7.5 ± 1.1 mm/yr. These results represent the mean change in height for the whole research area. This may vary locally, as indicated by the vertical nodal linear regression map ( Figure 4a ). The positive values of the net balance height indicate that in each single year, the accretion averaged over the research area is stronger than the erosion [47] . [47] (from [47] ); (b) Turnover height (red) and net balance height (blue) of the North Frisian Wadden Sea. Black: Sea-level rise according to [48] for Hörnum (6.6 mm/yr, upper line) and Cuxhaven (3.7 mm/yr, lower line) with reference to 1996 Adapted from [47] .
Interferometric SAR (InSAR)
Intertidal DEMs can be generated using the interferometric SAR (InSAR) technique. The first use of this method with a spaceborne system was performed by [49] using SeaSat data. It uses two (or more) complex-valued SAR images taken from different positions, different times, or both, in order to extract topography information from their phase difference. The images are known as master and slave(s) images and the method consists of the following steps [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] :
• Co-registration: The alignment of the pixels in a way that the ground scatterers contribute to the same pixel for both images. By convention, the slave image is resampled to the master image grid (range, azimuth).
•
Interferogram formation and coherence estimation: The complex interferogram is obtained by multiplying each complex pixel of the master image to the complex conjugate of its corresponding pixel in the slave image (Z1 and Z2 below). The interferogram itself is a complex image with an amplitude measuring the cross-correlation of the images and a phase representing the phase difference between the two images that contains the topographic information [54] . It should be noted that the accuracy of the phase measurement and thus the resulting topography heights are limited by the coherence which reflects the degree of correlation between the two images. The coherence (also called the complex correlation [47] (from [47] ); (b) Turnover height (red) and net balance height (blue) of the North Frisian Wadden Sea. Black: Sea-level rise according to [48] for Hörnum (6.6 mm/yr, upper line) and Cuxhaven (3.7 mm/yr, lower line) with reference to 1996 Adapted from [47] .
Interferometric SAR (InSAR)
•
Interferogram formation and coherence estimation: The complex interferogram is obtained by multiplying each complex pixel of the master image to the complex conjugate of its corresponding pixel in the slave image (Z 1 and Z 2 below). The interferogram itself is a complex image with an amplitude measuring the cross-correlation of the images and a phase representing the phase difference between the two images that contains the topographic information [54] . It should be noted that the accuracy of the phase measurement and thus the resulting topography heights are limited by the coherence which reflects the degree of correlation between the two images. The coherence (also called the complex correlation coefficient) is locally (on a small window around the pixel) computed as follows:
where E[x] is the expected value of random variable x. The factors that impact the interferogram coherence in intertidal areas are discussed below. This method is an established technique for generating DEMs for inland areas [55] . However, the ability to derive reliable and accurate intertidal DEMs using this method depends on various criteria and conditions. The coherence is a crucial parameter for DEM generation using the InSAR method [15, 19, 56] . It reflects the quality of the interferogram and the similarity between the pixels of the master and slave images. High coherence is an essential criterion for the generation of accurate DEMs. Many decorrelation factors reduce the magnitude of the coherence. These decorrelation factors can be classified as: Volumetric, signal to noise ratio (SNR), temporal, and geometric decorrelations [52, 57, 58] :
For intertidal areas, the impact of the volumetric decorrelation on the coherence is too low and can be considered as negligible. This is due to the high moisture content and high conductivity of the intertidal areas that block the microwaves from penetrating into the soil [15, 59] . The SNR decorrelation is caused by the sensor thermal noise, and in contrast to volumetric decorrelation, it cannot be neglected for coastal areas due to their low backscattering intensity [15] . The temporal decorrelation is a major limiting factor for the InSAR technique. This type of decorrelation results from physical changes (e.g., changes in surface water and surface roughness, remnant water, change of sand ripples by tides for sandy areas, etc.) in the scene occurring between two time-separated SAR acquisitions. Therefore, an accurate intertidal DEM requires a short temporal baseline. For this reason, it is recommended to use single-pass interferometry (two antennas on the same platform) systems with no temporal baseline over multi-pass interferometry systems, for which the temporal decorrelation between the pixels is too important. Nevertheless, [56] generated DEMs with the InSAR technique using ERS-1/2 tandem pairs (1-day time separation) in the Youngjeong-do tidal flat area and obtained acceptable results. More precise DEMs were obtained by [19] using the single-pass TanDEM-X data ( Figure 5 ). The two major geometric parameters that affect the coherence are the perpendicular baseline and the incidence angle. A large spatial baseline is required to obtain accurate results [19] , however if the baseline is too long, serious geometric decorrelation may occur [15] . The optimal baseline to generate intertidal DEMs with single-pass SAR system was investigated in [15] . They found that a baseline of 1500 m with an incidence angle of 29 • produced a minimal height error of 15 cm. 
Satellite Radar Altimetry
Over intertidal zones, direct estimates of the bottom topography can also be directly derived from radar altimetry measurements during low tide. A first demonstration of this technique was undertaken in the Arcachon Bay (Figure 6b ) [20] , a mesotidal shallow semi-confined lagoon on the west coast of France with a surface of 174 km² (Figure 6a ), using altimetry data acquired by ERS-2 (1995 ERS-2 ( -2003 , ENVISAT (2002-2010), Cryosat-2 (since 2010), and SARAL (2013-2016) on their nominal orbits. The spatial coverage of these missions is presented in Figures 6c-f for ERS-2, ENVISAT, SARAL, and Cryosat-2 respectively. Surface heights were obtained using altimeter ranges retracked with the offset center of gravity (OCOG, or ICE-1, or Sea-Ice) retracking algorithm [60] , which is commonly used over land (e.g., [61] ), applying the following corrections to the range (ionosphere, dry and wet troposphere corrections to take into account the delays of propagation in the atmosphere, solid Earth and pole tides to take into account the crustal vertical motions). These surface heights were related to either the intertidal topography of the Arcachon lagoon or to the sea surface height (SSH) depending on the time of acquisition of the radar altimetry data. Note that the sea state bias corrections (SSB) was not applied as it is not estimated within the OCOG processing and can be neglected as the significant wave heights are generally low in the Arcachon Bay.
The data used in this study [20] are the following: (i) Water level records from the Arcachon-Eyrac tide gauge, managed by the French hydrographic service (Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine-SHOM) and the Gironde sea and land state office (Direction Départementale des Territoires et de la Mer-DDTM) and (ii) an airborne topographic LiDAR image acquired at low tide, on 25 June 2013, interpolated on a regular 1 × 1 m grid to produce an RGE ALTI ® product, which was provided by the French National Institute of Geographic and Forest Information (IGN), with an altimetric precision of 0.2 m. The tide gauge data are used to fill the LiDAR topography with water, allowing discrimination between the emerged and submerged areas. Altimetry data were processed either manually, using multi-mission altimetry processing software 
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The data used in this study [20] are the following: (i) Water level records from the Arcachon-Eyrac tide gauge, managed by the French hydrographic service (Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine-SHOM) and the Gironde sea and land state office (Direction Départementale des Territoires et de la Mer-DDTM) and (ii) an airborne topographic LiDAR image acquired at low tide, on 25 June 2013, interpolated on a regular 1 × 1 m grid to produce an RGE ALTI ® product, which was provided by the French National Institute of Geographic and Forest Information (IGN), with an altimetric precision of 0.2 m. The tide gauge data are used to fill the LiDAR topography with water, allowing discrimination between the emerged and submerged areas. Altimetry data were processed either manually, using multi-mission altimetry processing software (MAPS) [62, 63] , or automatically, using a classification approach based on the statistical distributions of radar altimetry-based surface heights and radar echoes-derived parameters, namely the backscattering coefficient and peakiness (see [20] for more details). Examples of along-track topography retrievals are presented in Figure 7 for SARAL and Cryosat-2.
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Nearshore Bathymetry
Remote sensing-based methods infer the nearshore bathymetry by exploiting the following aspects: (i) The radiative transfer of light into the seawater and its interaction with the sea floor and (ii) the sea surface signatures (wave characteristics) sensitive to changes in bathymetry [9] . This section presents the spaceborne-based methods used for inferring nearshore bathymetry from 
Remote sensing-based methods infer the nearshore bathymetry by exploiting the following aspects: (i) The radiative transfer of light into the seawater and its interaction with the sea floor and (ii) the sea surface signatures (wave characteristics) sensitive to changes in bathymetry [9] . This section presents the spaceborne-based methods used for inferring nearshore bathymetry from aquatic color data and from wave characteristics extracted from optical and SAR sensors.
Bathymetry Inversion from Aquatic Color Data
Aquatic color radiometry (ACR) is a technique used to retrieve biogeochemical and water quality parameters of the marine and continental water near-surface layer [65, 66] from the analysis of the spectrum of subsurface remote sensing reflectance (r rs , steradian −1 [sr −1 ]), measured in the visible and near-infrared wavelengths. For optically shallow waters, which are defined as aquatic areas where r rs is affected by the bottom substrate, ACR also provides the bottom albedo and water depth as a result of the inversion process (see the reviews in [67] and [68] for multispectral and hyperspectral applications, respectively). In scientific literature, the inversion of water depth (h, m) from ACR is mainly addressed by the analytical optically shallow water reflectance model initially proposed by [22] , which has been improved by [69] and [70] and reformulated by [71] and [72] . This analytical model allows the expression of r rs as a function of a large number of unknowns, which include h, the bottom albedo, and the concentration of different optically active components of water. Solving this model is based on optimization methods which require hyperspectral data [68] . However, when topography is characterized by a small spatial scale variability, only high and very high resolution multispectral satellite missions can address the high spatial heterogeneity of coastal and inland aquatic systems [67] . In this case, the analytical model can be simplified in order to provide an approximation of the radiative transfer solution in water [73] . h can then be expressed as a function of three unknown parameters, namely the vertical averaged effective or operational attenuation coefficient (K, m −1 ), the value of r rs of the bottom substrate (r rs_bottom , sr −1 ), and the value of r rs over hypothetical optically deep water (r rs_deep , sr −1 ):
Based on this formula, two different approaches using empirical and semi-analytical algorithms were developed. Empirical algorithms require a training dataset composed of in situ water depth in order to calibrate from statistical methods a non-linear relationship between h and the reflectances measured in different bands. These approaches perform well for optically homogeneous environments [74] [75] [76] , but are site-and time-dependent [73, 77] . To overcome these limitations, empirical approaches are now associated with machine learning and multi-temporal techniques [78, 79] .
For semi-analytical algorithms, no field data are required. This advantage ensures reproducibility to any site and reproducibility over a long-term time series. The quasi-analytical multispectral model for shallow water bathymetry inversion (QAB), developed by [67] , provides an illustration of this kind of method (see Figure 8 for an application to Sentinel-2/MSI data). A brief description of the QAB is given here. The reader may refer to [67] for a full description of the method. In the QAB, h is directly derived from r rs . Thus, a preliminary step is to apply atmospheric correction in order to extract the remote sensing reflectance (R rs ) to the top-of-atmosphere signal. r rs is then computed using the following expression [80] :
where n 0 and n 1 are two constants equal to 0.52 and 1.7, respectively [81] . Then, step 1 is dedicated to the automatic extraction of r rs_bottom and r rs_deep using a supervised classification approach with a random forests classifier.
Step 2 allows the derivation of the total absorption (a) and backscattering coefficients (b b ) at 559 nm from r rs_deep using the quasi-analytical algorithm version 5 (QAA; [82] ) with the current default algorithm coefficients [81] .
Step 3 derives K d at 559 nm from a and b b using the model of [83] .
Step 4 is dedicated to the inversion of h using Equation (4) . Finally, the tidal height (T) provided by a gauge station located at Arcachon allows to compute the bathymetry (Z) using the following expression: Figure 8a ,b shows the bathymetry inverted from Sentinel-2/MSI images acquired on 2017-10-06 (MSI-17) and 2018-09-01 (MSI-18). MSI-17 and MSI-18 were acquired 30 min after low tide and 4 h after high tide (ebb conditions), respectively, with a tide correction of 0.6 m and 1.5 m. In this example, Sentinel-2 data are corrected from atmospheric effects using the SWIR-ACOLITE algorithm version 20190326.0 [84] , which provides good performance over turbid waters [85] [86] [87] . The marine optics conditions associated with these images are in the range observed by [67] , with a K d value of 0.5 m −1 and 0.3 m −1 , a r rs_deep value of 0.022 sr −1 and 0.019 sr −1 , a r rs_bottom value of 0.094 sr −1 and 0.087 sr −1 , and an environmental noise equivalent reflectance difference (NE∆r rs ), computed from the method of [88] , of 0.0023 sr −1 and 0.0039 sr −1 . These optical conditions allow computation of the maximum optical depth (h max ), which represents the depth from which the bottom is no longer "optically" visible by the sensor, using Equation (10) in [67] . Although, NE∆r rs for MSI-18 is higher than for MSI-17, h max is higher (4.8 m versus 3.4 m) because of a lower value of K d . In consequence, the range of bathymetry inverted from the QAB is higher for MSI-18 (from −1.5 m to 3.3 m) than for MSI-17 (from −0.6 m to 2.8 m). Figure 8c displays the location of in situ acoustic bathymetry (Z in-situ ) data used to evaluate the performance of the QAB and the uncertainty associated with the QAB-derived bathymetry (Z sat ) product. Because of the high dynamics of the nearshore morphology, the Z sin-situ values used for the evaluation were recorded during bathymetric surveys conducted in a time interval of ±2 months around the acquisition date of Sentinel-2/MSI images. It is worth noting that the dataset covers the entire study area, except the south channel. The performances calculated for 2017 and 2018 (N = 2902) are better than [67] , with an absolute mean error of 0.06 m and a root mean square error of 0.52 m (Figure 8d ). However, the dispersion of observations around the line 1:1 indicates a significant uncertainty. It is important to note here that only few studies provide this information, which nevertheless represents a decisive evaluation criterion with regard to International Hydrographic Organization standards. Figure 8e provides the mean absolute error and the 95% confidence interval CI 95 (under the assumption that error follows a normal distribution) calculated per year and for each 0.5 m depth intervals. In 2017, the mean error and CI 95 vary between −0.03 m and 0.16 m and 1.34 m and 2.42 m, respectively. In 2018, the mean error and CI 95 show higher values, ranging from −0.36 m to 1.18 m and 1.10 m to 4.30 m, respectively. These high uncertainties are mainly due to observations located in the northeastern part of the lagoon, where the k d and r rs_bottom values are significantly different from the values in other areas of the inlet.
In the QAB, the inversion of Z from r rs is performed using a sequential process, which generates, at the different steps, errors and uncertainties that will propagate in the following steps. Uncertainties are associated with the estimation of r rs (through the atmospheric corrections, including the water interface corrections as the sunglint and adjacency effects), the inversion of a, b b (through the QAA), K d , (through the model of [83] ), h (through Equation (4)), and the computation of Z (through the tidal correction). Another major source of uncertainty is the intra-pixel heterogeneity of bathymetry, particularly when the slope of the bottom is high. For bathymetry inversion from high resolution multispectral sensors, readers may find an exhaustive review of the different sources of uncertainty in [89] . However, the quantification of errors and uncertainties remains a challenge and a major issue in ACR [90, 91] .
Near Coast Bathymetry Based on Wave Characteristics
Among the existing bathymetry spaceborne estimation studies, multispectral satellite imagery enables measuring bathymetry using the optical properties of shallow waters. Nevertheless, this technique applies mainly in the immediate vicinity of the coast, for optically shallow waters, as it requires sufficient water transparency to measure the impact of the bottom on the water-leaving radiometric signal.
Other satellite techniques use the measurable wave characteristics to produce bathymetry. Indeed, most of these techniques are based on the dispersion relation resulting from the linear wave theory:
where h is the water height, c is the wave celerity, λ is the wavelength, and g is the acceleration of gravity. The dispersion relation is particularly well suited for determining the intermediate depth bathymetry (i.e., as λ/20 < h < λ/2). In the surf zone, nonlinear effects greatly limit the validity of the linear dispersion relation to derive depths [92, 93] . Waves generally travel with greater speeds than the linear dispersion relation, hence depths are over estimated. To overcome this, non-linear inversion approaches include the incident wave height [94, 95] .
The use of the dispersion relation to estimate the bathymetry is based on the choice of pairs ((c, λ) or (f, λ)), with f constituting the frequency of waves (all the λ-dependent values vary with the change of local depths). Most satellite techniques based on wave characteristics, both optical [96] and radar [21] , use a wave frequency estimated offshore (by wave buoys or model, see [97] for example) and consider it to be constant when the wave approaches the coast. This dispersion relation does not take into account currents. Currents are known to influence the measurement of swell celerity, which has an impact on bathymetry estimation. In this case study, we assume that currents are weak (supported by field measurements). In a more general case study, currents need to be taken into account by using the equation described in [93] .
Correlation-Wavelet-Bathymetry (CWB) Method (Multi-Spectral)
The present example is based on the study described by [98] . The preliminary work of [99] has shown that it is possible to determine wave celerity directly from optical satellite imagery from the SPOT-5 sensor, thanks to the technical characteristics of the SPOT-5 satellite. A short temporal shift (2.04 s) exists between the acquisition of panchromatic and multispectral images, which makes it possible to calculate the celerity of waves between two instants by inter-band correlation. This represents an opportunity to locally identify several (c, λ) pairs in order to estimate the bathymetry using the dispersion relation.
The wave characteristics are extracted from the panchromatic and multi-spectral images of the SPOT-5 satellite by applying a wavelet analysis. It is noteworthy that the method can be generalized to any high resolution spaceborne sensor affected by small time-lags (e.g., between 0.5 s and 5 s) between bands (not only panchromatic and multi-spectral).
Thus, the methodology for estimating bathymetry is based on five steps:
1.
Computation of the local wave spectra based on a wavelet analysis.
2.
Extraction (based on the local spectrum) of N dominant waves characterized by their wavelengths λ n and directions θ n , n ∈ [1, N]; 3.
For each dominant wave n, the estimation of the M celerities c n,m is associated to the wavelengths λ n,m included the wave-packet centered on λ n with the angle θ n . We therefore obtain a (λ, c) cloud associated to each dominant wave.
4.
Use of the point cloud, M(λ, c) pairs to determine the water depth h n by fitting the dispersion curve (by least squares minimization).
5.
Selection of the final depthĥ among the h n computed for the N dominant waves based on the spectral energy associated to the corresponding waves.
The method has been validated using a SPOT-5 satellite acquisition taken on 6 February 2010 at 10:30 (1 h and 30 min before low tide) in the area of Saint Pierre, southwest of Reunion Island (Figure 9 ). The area of Saint Pierre is characterized by a narrow continental shelf and the current is negligible at the acquisition date (between 0.1 and 0.14 m/s (Navy Coastal Ocean Model of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration)). This site was chosen because high resolution data were available.
The SPOT-5 satellite is equipped with high resolution sensors (HRG1-2) that allow the acquisition of multispectral (XS1-3) and panchromatic images (HMA) at resolutions of 10 and 2.5 m, respectively. The time difference between these images is 2.04 s. This configuration makes it possible to measure the displacements of pixel-sized features of the image [99] . The green band (XS1) of the multispectral image has been used for the correlation processing with the panchromatic image (HMA) because its bandwidth is centered on 0.55 microns, which was closer to the panchromatic image.
The bathymetry estimated by the CWB method was obtained at a spatial resolution of 20 m × 20 m Nevertheless, the actual resolution of the bathymetry cannot be so fine since the size of the sub-images used for the inter-correlation is 320 m × 320 m offshore and 160 m × 160 m near the coast, and these sub-images overlap each other. The bathymetry estimated by the CWBmethod was interpolated on a grid of 80 m × 80 m (Figure 10b) .
The bathymetry results were compared with the in situ measurements (LiDAR data from LITTO3D products for depths shallower than 30 m and SHOM data obtained by multibeam echosounders for the largest depths), also interpolated on the grid of 80 m × 80 m (Figure 10a ). To illustrate the quality of the method, Figure 11 shows the estimated bathymetry as a function of in situ bathymetry measurements.
We can observe that dispersion is low up to h in-situ = 25 m but increases for deeper depths. In addition, the centiles (blue crosses on Figure 11 ) show that on average the method is particularly reliable over the in situ depth range [2 m, 25 m], then, a drift appears for depths larger than h in-situ = 25 m, reducing its accuracy.
sub-images used for the inter-correlation is 320 m × 320 m offshore and 160 m × 160 m near the coast, and these sub-images overlap each other. The bathymetry estimated by the CWBmethod was interpolated on a grid of 80 m × 80 m (Figure 10b ).
The bathymetry results were compared with the in situ measurements (LiDAR data from LITTO3D products for depths shallower than 30 m and SHOM data obtained by multibeam echosounders for the largest depths), also interpolated on the grid of 80 m × 80 m (Figure 10(a) ). To illustrate the quality of the method, Figure 11 shows the estimated bathymetry as a function of in situ bathymetry measurements. We can observe that dispersion is low up to hin-situ = 25 m but increases for deeper depths. In addition, the centiles (blue crosses on Figure 11 ) show that on average the method is particularly reliable over the in situ depth range [2 m, 25 m], then, a drift appears for depths larger than hin-situ = 25 m, reducing its accuracy. The CWB method uses wavelet analysis coupled with an inter-band correlation calculation to determine point clouds in the ( , ) space, corresponding to dominant waves. The dispersion relation is then used to determine the water depths associated with these waves. Finally, the "best" estimated water depth is selected from an analysis of the energy spectra. This allows estimation of bathymetry from optical satellite imagery to a moderate degree of accuracy, namely a 20-30% error for a depth range of 3 to 80 m. The results may seem limited when compared to other existing methods to map bathymetry. Nevertheless, the method represents a real opportunity to estimate bathymetry where no other more conventional methods could be applied, while further developments are required to improve the accuracy of the method. The CWB method uses wavelet analysis coupled with an inter-band correlation calculation to determine N point clouds in the (λ, c) space, corresponding to dominant waves. The dispersion relation is then used to determine the water depths associated with these waves. Finally, the "best" estimated water depth is selected from an analysis of the energy spectra. This allows estimation of bathymetry from optical satellite imagery to a moderate degree of accuracy, namely a 20-30% error for a depth range of 3 to 80 m. The results may seem limited when compared to other existing methods to map bathymetry. Nevertheless, the method represents a real opportunity to estimate bathymetry where no other more conventional methods could be applied, while further developments are required to improve the accuracy of the method. In [100] , a Radon transform-based wave-pattern extraction and depth inversion method is presented. Wave patterns are extracted by applying a Radon transform and subsequent angle filtering to Sentinel-2 imagery, such that the wave signal contains the most-dominant wave directions. Depth is derived by exploiting the time-lag between color bands. The wave-phase per band, and after the phase shift, is obtained by applying a discrete Fourier transform to the Radon transform sinogram over a local sub-domain. In the study, depths were derived with good correlation, with good correlation of 0.82, and an RMSE of 2.58 m over the surveyed domain. These results are beyond the expectations, considering the challenging environment, including a deep-water canyon and its effect on surrounding wave patterns. In addition to the wave pattern In [100] , a Radon transform-based wave-pattern extraction and depth inversion method is presented. Wave patterns are extracted by applying a Radon transform and subsequent angle filtering to Sentinel-2 imagery, such that the wave signal contains the most-dominant wave directions. Depth is derived by exploiting the time-lag between color bands. The wave-phase per band, and after the phase shift, is obtained by applying a discrete Fourier transform to the Radon transform sinogram over a local sub-domain. In the study, depths were derived with good correlation, with good correlation of 0.82, and an RMSE of 2.58 m over the surveyed domain. These results are beyond the expectations, considering the challenging environment, including a deep-water canyon and its effect on surrounding wave patterns. In addition to the wave pattern enhancement and depth derivation, the Radon transform can be used to augment image resolution. Twenty meter resolution image bands, from Sentinel-2, were augmented to match the 10 m resolution bands, allowing those four extra bands to be used in the depth estimation method, with time-lags ranging between 1.005 s to 2.055 s [101] .
Video from Space: A Showcase with Pleiades Persistent Mode
In recent years, robust depth estimation methods through wave celerity inversion have been developed for shore-based video systems and drones [92, 100, 102, 103] , optimizing the information gathered in space and time (generally 10-20 min). At present, there are some pioneering works on video from space to recover coastal bathymetry [104] [105] [106] that clearly show the potential to derive waves from a sequence of images. Transposing advanced shore-based methodologies to satellite video imagery would provide a substantial gain over the bathymetry estimated by single or paired satellite imagery. There have been several implementations of these methods over the past 20 years, but not to spaceborne video. Almar et al. [107] show the capacity to derive depth using the sub-metric Pleiades satellite mission (Airbus/CNES) in persistent mode, which allows the acquisition of a sequence of images (12 images) at a regional scale (~100 km 2 ) ( Figure 12 ). To derive depths, a spatiotemporal cross-correlation method [108] for estimating wave velocity and inverse bathymetry is presented and applied to the 12-image sequence (Figure 13 ). Good agreement was found with in situ bathymetry measurements obtained during the COMBI 2017 Capbreton experiment (correlation of 0.8, RMSE = 1.4 m). Depth estimate saturation was found for depths >35 m in a deep canyon. The image sequence was used to study the sensitivity of the number of images. The results show that the accuracy increases with the number of images in the sequence and with a fine resolution.
waves from a sequence of images. Transposing advanced shore-based methodologies to satellite video imagery would provide a substantial gain over the bathymetry estimated by single or paired satellite imagery. There have been several implementations of these methods over the past 20 years, but not to spaceborne video. Almar et al. [107] show the capacity to derive depth using the sub-metric Pleiades satellite mission (Airbus/CNES) in persistent mode, which allows the acquisition of a sequence of images (12 images) at a regional scale (~100 km 2 ) ( Figure 12 ). To derive depths, a spatiotemporal cross-correlation method [108] for estimating wave velocity and inverse bathymetry is presented and applied to the 12-image sequence (Figure 13 ). Good agreement was found with in situ bathymetry measurements obtained during the COMBI 2017 Capbreton experiment (correlation of 0.8, RMSE = 1.4 m). Depth estimate saturation was found for depths >35 m in a deep canyon. The image sequence was used to study the sensitivity of the number of images. The results show that the accuracy increases with the number of images in the sequence and with a fine resolution. The computations of directional wave spectra by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) from the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images have been used to retrieve the wavelength and wave direction, and to estimate the water depth by solving the linear dispersion relation (Equation (6)). The black signal is the raw signal (with a ∆t lag) and the red signal is the auto-correlation with no lag. The shift between the two signals is the average distance made by the waves within ∆t (which is 8 s here) (from [108] ).
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
The computations of directional wave spectra by a fast Fourier transform (FFT) from the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images have been used to retrieve the wavelength and wave direction, and to estimate the water depth by solving the linear dispersion relation (Equation (6)). The methodology calculates the 2D image spectrum in a cell of the image. The computation progress from open sea to shoreline in cells, which are either centered at fixed grid points [109] or along a wave ray [110] , which allows tracking of the change in the wave length and wave direction as waves progress to the shore.
Brusch et al. [110] have attempted to establish the applicability of SAR data obtained from the commercially available TerraSAR-X data to two sites: Port Phillip in Australia and the Duck Research Pier in North Carolina, United States. The comparison of the results with local bathymetric data for depths between 2 and 40 m show a considerable dispersion, namely for shallower depths up to 10 m. Pleskachevsky et al. [21] explored the synergy and fusion of optical and SAR data for bathymetric estimation (radar data from TerraSAR-X and optical data from QuickBird satellite). Water depths between 20-60 m were obtained from the SAR-based method with an accuracy the in order of 15%. Mishra et al. [111] evaluated the applicability of SAR data obtained from the RISAT-1 C-band commercial products to a coastal region near Mumbai, India, and the obtained results qualitatively agree with available bathymetric information. Bian et al. [112] have developed a detection method based on swell patterns and the scattering mechanism using fully polarimetric SAR for the nearshore of Hainan Island, China. The comparison with navigational charts shows an average relative error of 9.73%, which improves the results obtained via single polarization SAR data. Pereira et al. [109] have applied Sentinel-1A with C-band SAR images to retrieve the bathymetry of the Aveiro (northwestern Portugal) study site. They have investigated the repeatability of the FFT methodology in retrieving the nearshore bathymetry, considering a set of four high temporal resolution images and analyzing the sensitivity of the results to internal factors related to the estimation of the wave length, either offshore or local. Their results show that a combined solution that merges the results of all the image set slightly improves the results. The relative error of the water depth ranges between 6% and 10% for water depths between 15 and 30 m. Figure 14 presents a comparison between the ensemble calculated bathymetry using the Pereira et al. method [109] with in situ measurements. The computed values are averages for each cell and the results were obtained with the four SAR images. Figure 15 shows the computed versus measured dispersion for water depths between 10 and 35 m, showing large errors for higher water depths. Figure 14 presents a comparison between the ensemble calculated bathymetry using the Pereira et al. method [109] with in situ measurements. The computed values are averages for each cell and the results were obtained with the four SAR images. Figure 15 shows the computed versus measured dispersion for water depths between 10 and 35 m, showing large errors for higher water depths. Table 1 presents the strengths, limitations, and accuracies associated with the different methods used for the retrieval of coastal topography and bathymetry. Table 1 presents the strengths, limitations, and accuracies associated with the different methods used for the retrieval of coastal topography and bathymetry.
Summary of Methods

Discussion
Various methods are widely used for the quantification of beach and intertidal topography and nearshore bathymetry, ranging from echosounder to LiDAR surveys, X-band radar images, photographic imagery, UAVs, and video systems. Land-based video camera systems have the ability to capture a large number of incident waves with multiple frames per second. Due to the duration of the videos, bathymetry errors are limited to tens of centimeters [113, 114] . The same holds true for UAV applications. Both video systems and discrete bathymetric profiles have limited longshore spatial coverage and are not able to address nearshore bathymetry dynamics over large longshore distances (i.e., tens of kilometers). The satellite images which became available in the recent years (such as Sentinel-1 and more recently Sentinel-2), characterized by higher spatial and temporal resolution, can provide an optimal solution to retrieve the bathymetry using the different approaches presented above.
Beach Topography (Supratidal)
Stereoscopy would beneficiate from improvements in spatial resolution using pairs of panchromatic images acquired at sub-meter spatial resolutions, e.g., from sensors onboard the IKONOS (0.82 m), Quickbird (0.61 m), Pleiades (0.5 m), WorldView2 (0.5 m) GeoEye-1 (0.41 m), and WorldView 3-4 (0.31 m) satellite systems, and combining the data from these different systems. Recent results obtained using some of these datasets provide very accurate results (e.g., [115] ). Nevertheless, the cost of acquisition of these images is one of the major drawbacks limiting their use [116] . Dependence of ground control points to correct the vertical offset of the digital elevation model (DEM) [17] .
RMSE between 0.35 and 0.48 m in [17] .
Waterline SAR and optical Intertidal
Increasing number of sensors in orbit allow better sampling of intertidal depth range. Historic maps possible from past satellite data.
Assumes stable topography during data acquisition period.
Depends on vertical coverage, 0.20 m shown in [47] . 
Intertidal Topography
When using the waterline method, the frequent sampling of the Sentinel constellation helps to overcome the limitations induced by a shortage of images. The combined use of Sentinel-1 and -2 can provide an adequate number of images that covers the whole tidal cycle in a relatively short period. Figure 16 shows the coverage of the tidal cycle provided by Sentinel-1 (A and B) over the Arcachon Bay for a four-month period (June-September), enhanced by Sentinel-2 (A and B) free cloud images. As can be seen in Figure 16 , the combination of acquisitions from Sentinel-1A, -1B, and -2A, -2B provides a very dense sampling of the tidal cycle, which could not be reached before.
panchromatic images acquired at sub-meter spatial resolutions, e.g., from sensors onboard the IKONOS (0.82 m), Quickbird (0.61 m), Pleiades (0.5 m), WorldView2 (0.5 m) GeoEye-1 (0.41 m), and WorldView 3-4 (0.31 m) satellite systems, and combining the data from these different systems. Recent results obtained using some of these datasets provide very accurate results (e.g., [115] ). Nevertheless, the cost of acquisition of these images is one of the major drawbacks limiting their use [116] .
When using the waterline method, the frequent sampling of the Sentinel constellation helps to overcome the limitations induced by a shortage of images. The combined use of Sentinel-1 and -2 can provide an adequate number of images that covers the whole tidal cycle in a relatively short period. Figure 16 shows the coverage of the tidal cycle provided by Sentinel-1 (A and B) over the Arcachon Bay for a four-month period (June-September), enhanced by Sentinel-2 (A and B) free cloud images. As can be seen in Figure 16 , the combination of acquisitions from Sentinel-1A, -1B, and -2A, -2B provides a very dense sampling of the tidal cycle, which could not be reached before. Regarding the monitoring of intertidal areas with satellite radar altimetry, the use of SAR mode has proven to be more accurate than conventional altimeters. It was shown in [20] that CryoSat-2, when operating in SAR mode, provided more accurate intertidal topography profiles than the ERS-2 Regarding the monitoring of intertidal areas with satellite radar altimetry, the use of SAR mode has proven to be more accurate than conventional altimeters. It was shown in [20] that CryoSat-2, when operating in SAR mode, provided more accurate intertidal topography profiles than the ERS-2 and ENVISAT conventional altimeters (the three sensors operate in the Ku-band). The use of radar altimetry to monitor intertidal topography can thus benefit from the SAR radar altimeters of the Sentinel-3 mission (Sentinel-3A and -3B). The Sentinel-3 SRAL (Synthetic aperture Radar ALtimeter) instrument is similar to that of CryoSat-2 (SIRAL), with an along-track resolution of about 300 m (350 m for CryoSat-2) [117] . In contrast to CryoSat-2, Sentinel-3 provides 100% SAR coverage. In addition to Sentinel-3 and in the continuity of the Jason satellite altimeter data services, another satellite radar altimetry mission is proposed, the Sentinel-6 mission, with two identical satellites (Jason-CS A and Jason-CS B) to be launched in 2020 and 2026 [118] . The mission will follow the orbit of the Jason altimetry missions [118] and it will therefore cover different regions than the ones covered by Sentinel-3. Sentinel-6 satellites will embark the Poseidon-4 radar altimeter [118] . The latter will operate simultaneously in pulse-width limited (LRM) and SAR modes, known as the interleaved mode, with a higher pulse repetition frequency of about 9 kHz, compared to conventional LRM altimeters. Two major advantages will be provided by the interleaved mode compared to the burst mode (transmit and receive alternatively) operating in SIRAL (CryoSat-2) and SRAL (Sentinel-3): (i) An increase in the along-track resolution and (ii) a reduction of the range measurement noise [118] . By means of satellite altimetry, more accurate results can be provided by the laser altimetry mission, ICESat-2 (Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite-2), carrying only the advanced topographic laser altimeter system (ATLAS) instrument [119] . The ICESat-2 mission launched in September 15, 2018, [119] , will not only provide a monitoring of glaciers and ice sheets topography but also the elevation of land surfaces (soil or vegetation canopy) and of coastal areas (sea surface, intertidal areas at low tide and possibly the bottom topography of shallow clear waters). The high accuracy provided by ICESat-2 is accompanied by a very high repetition rate of 10 kHz, equivalent to 0.7 m along-track sampling [119, 120] . Employing the high repetition rate by ICESat-2 was enabled by using the micro-pulse photo-counting technology instead of the full-waveform approach of its predecessor, the ICESat mission, whose along-track sampling was equal to 170 m [119, 121] .
Other promising methods for intertidal bathymetry generation exist, for instance the one proposed by [122] . This method is based on a temporal correlation between the backscatter intensity of SAR images and the water level of the intertidal zone. It relies on a pixel-based algorithm and retrieves the intertidal bathymetry by modelling the temporal variability of pixel's intensities by a logistic curve. The method's first step is to discriminate between three classes based on their backscattering temporal variability characteristics, namely water (with a low temporal variability with low temporal average of backscattering coefficients), beach berm (with a low temporal variability with high temporal average of backscattering coefficients), and intertidal flats (with a high temporal variability). After discrimination, a final selection of intertidal pixels from the set of candidate pixels obtained by the first step is performed. This final selection is based on the following criterion: A correlation exists between the temporal evolution of the intensity of intertidal pixels and tidal stage (height), and this evolution can be modelled with the logistic function (pixels with backscattering coefficient profiles that cannot be modelled by this function are also eliminated by an automatic approach). The height of intertidal pixels is then computed by minimizing the following energy function:
where M is the number of images, h i is the tide height, h t is the terrain height at pixel (x, y), J i is the intensity at pixel (x, y), and a and k are the parameters of the logistic function. The major advantage of this method is the complete automatization of the procedure, with an estimated accuracy of 24 cm [122].
Nearshore Bathymetry (Subtidal)
The monitoring of submerged features in high energetic coastal regions requires remote sensing data with specific characteristics. Determining the swell properties in the wave field is the main feature from which a good spatial resolution remote sensing product is required, in order to be able to detect changes in the underwater topography. Repeatability is another crucial factor, since the production of merge solutions from a set of Sentinel images can improve the results. A good correlation between the bathymetric estimation from Sentinel-1 images and the observed bathymetry from in situ bathymetric measurements was observed, showing that the proposed approach can be successfully used and is relatively cost effective when compared with the previously mentioned methods.
In order to address the small-scale variability of under-water topography, a lot of studies investigate the potential of very high-resolution multispectral missions. However, to overcome the instrumental limitations (a low spectral resolution and noise-to-signal ratio) inherent in these sensors, recent developments focus on the use of multi-temporal and machine learning approaches to derive bathymetric maps in shallow waters. For example, various machine learning approaches have been employed, such as using artificial neural network (ANN) [123] [124] [125] , support-vector machine (SVM) [126] [127] [128] , and random forest (RF) [79, 129] approaches. Good accuracies can be obtained using these methods, with RMSEs that can reach 35 cm by comparing to observations with high accuracies [126] . Furthermore, the benefits of the free and open multispectral mission data policy for many segments of society is widely demonstrated [130] . In particular, with its decametric resolution and 5-day repetitivity, the Sentinel-2 mission is recognized as one of the most promising data sources to provide satellite-derived bathymetry (SDB) at a worldwide scale. The development of algorithms and processes that use different sources of data could significantly improve the performances of SDB products.
Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT)
The next-generation wide swath interferometric altimetry mission for surface water and ocean topography (SWOT) has great potential for coastal topographic and bathymetric mapping. Various techniques can be used, such as radar altimetry using SWOT nadir altimeter, the waterline method, and the inversion from wave characteristics using the collected SAR images, and potentially the InSAR method, which may be the most problematic, however. For the waterline method, one major advantage for using SWOT is that there is no need for tide gauge records or ocean modelling because SWOT will provide sea height information at high accuracy [131] .
Conclusions
Coastal topography and bathymetry information are key parameters for several applications. Mapping the nearshore bathymetry and the foreshore topography is considered as an "observational priority" [7] . Their highly dynamic behavior requires frequent monitoring. Ground-, ship-, and airborne-based methods provide very accurate measurements, yet they lack the ability to provide repeated observations. Spaceborne-based methods are most suited to accomplish repeated observations while providing a large spatial coverage as well. This review focuses on spaceborne-based methods used for deriving topography and bathymetry in coastal environments. Various methods were described and illustrated, with examples including stereoscopy, the waterline method, InSAR, satellite radar altimetry, inversion from aquatic color data, and inversion from wave characteristics using multispectral and SAR data. The mentioned methods provide complementary data. Their combination can generate multisource bathymetry and topography products. Here, we separated the different methods in function of the coastal features that they were used for. However, many of them can be extended to other features. For instance, stereoscopy used for mapping beach topographies may be extended to intertidal areas using images acquired at low tides. The InSAR method used for intertidal topography mapping can be extended to beaches. The different methods used for nearshore bathymetry mapping may be extended to intertidal areas using images acquired at high tides. Therefore, an assessment of the potential and limitations of these different methods over different coastal features must be made. A comparison between these methods over the same study sites is also essential to obtain a concise knowledge about the difference in their performances (accuracy). The major limitation for spaceborne-based methods is meeting user requirements for vertical accuracy and further research must pursue this direction. With the advancements of remote sensing technologies and processing algorithms, better and more accurate monitoring can be expected in the future.
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